Pipeline Valve Adapter Kit

CSN Solutions has come up with a Valve Adapter Kit especially created for Pipeline Valves. Many other kits have fittings that either are a duplicated or have adapters that can’t be used on the pipeline. This is a waste of money and very confusing for the customer. Every single adapter in the CSN Solutions Pipeline Valve Adapter Kit can be used on Plug, Ball and Gates Valves. Here is a list of our adapters and there uses:

1. **SOBB** – The Screw-On Body Bleed can be used to Vent/ Drain pressure from a gate valve body. The Pipe allows you to direct the flow.
2. **SPRB** – The Stem Packing Relief Bolt allows the operator to relief pressure from an over packed stem area.
3. **GBHC-N** – The Giant Button Head Coupler can be added to any grease gun if the old one leaks.
4. **GBHLA-114** – The Giant Button Head 1-14” Lube Adapter was designed for Gate Valve fittings and also works on threaded button heads.
5. **GBHLA-3416** – The Giant Button Head Lube Adapter 3/4”-16 Lube Adapter was designed for Small Button Head Fittings on Cameron Ball Valves.
6. **CGBHSPA-716** – The Capped Giant Button Head Stem Packing Adapter was designed to add stem packing to an Orbit Style Valve with a Packing Gun.
7. **CGBHSPA-12** – The Capped Giant Button Head Stem Packing Adapter was designed to add stem packing to an Orbit Style or Gate Valve with a Packing Gun.
8. **02 each GBH-PB** – The Giant Button Head Piggy Back Fitting allows the operator to seal a leaky giant button head on a valve.
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